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Abstract: The aim of the current study was to identify predictors of recurrent headache and back
pain in young adults (aged 18–27 years) from data assessed in childhood or adolescence, i.e.,
9 years before the final survey. Our interest was whether psychological characteristics contribute
to the risk of pain prevalence in adult age when controlling for already empirically supported
risk factors such as parental pain, pediatric pain and sex. The study was part of a five-wave epidemiological investigation of >5000 families with children aged between 7 and 14 years when
addressed first. In a multiple hierarchical regression analysis, the abovementioned three variables
(Block-I variables) were entered first followed by five psychological trait variables (Block-II
variables: internalizing, anxiety sensitivity, somatosensory amplification, catastrophizing and
dysfunctional stress coping) to find out the extent of model improvement. The multivariable
hierarchical regression analysis confirmed the hypothesis that the Block-I variables significantly
enhance the risk of future pain at young adult age. None of the psychological variables did so.
Thus, the hypothesis of a significant surplus predictive effect was not confirmed. The amount
of total explained variance differed strongly between headache and back pain. In particular, a
valid prediction of back pain was not possible. When analyzed separately in simple regression
analysis, psychological variables turned out to be significant predictors, however, of very low
effect size. The inclusion of Block-I variables in the model clearly reduced the impact of the
psychological variables. This risk profile is discussed in the context of the different trajectories of headache and back pain from childhood to adult age, which were proposed by various
studies. We propose that a biopsychological characteristic denoted as emotional negativity,
especially regarding self-reference, might be a common factor behind all selected variables.
Risk research in recurrent pain is a field where much more multidisciplinary research is needed
before progress can be expected.
Keywords: headache, back pain, prediction of adult pain, risk factors, biopsychological
interaction
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The current study aimed at a long-term prospective analysis regarding to what extent
psychological factors in childhood and adolescence increase the predictability of
headache and back pain at young adult age.
The prospective design based on data from an earlier large population study on pain
in youths carried out by our research team focused on psychological factors associated
with pediatric pain.1 Headache has been a target of research in children and adolescents
for many years, whereas pediatric back pain had not been given too much attention.2–9
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Many studies identified the association of headache with
various psychosocial characteristics.10–14 In addition, our
recent research on the population sample showed more or
less close linkages with psychosocial factors such as quality
of family interaction, school stress and certain psychological
characteristics of children with headache of every type. These
studies consisted of cross-sectional analyses or longitudinal
designs with short intervals.1,15–17
The following constructs operationalized and mostly
assessed by psychometric tests seemed to be promising
regarding our main issue to examine the prospective potential
of psychological factors regarding the occurrence of pain in
adult age.
Of special interest was the role of internalizing, a trait
defined by symptoms of depression and anxiety.14,18 It is
already identifiable in early childhood and seems to be rather
stable. The review of Balottin et al19 underlined its importance, as did our data from earlier studies. An association
of internalizing with headache, in particular with migraine
and also tension-type headache (TTH), was found to show
a higher level of internalizing in headache-afflicted youngsters.16 This finding can be integrated into the Common-Path
Model of Kato et al,20 assuming negative affectivity and
hypersensitivity regarding the central processing of internal
and external stimuli as common paths both to recurrent or
chronic pain and to psychological disorders such as depression and anxiety.21
The heightened level of anxiety sensitivity and somatosensory amplification, found in headache-afflicted children
and adolescents, can be interpreted as indicators of the second
path (hypersensitivity) assumed in the model of Kato et al.
So far, no study has examined whether these traits offer a
contribution to the prediction of the occurrence of headache
and back pain at adult age.20
Anxiety sensitivity defined as a disposition to feel threatened by physiological symptoms of arousal and anxiety
seems to be heightened in children with headache and other
recurrent pains.17,22–26 There is also evidence that it predicts
anxiety disorders and other Axis I disorders classified by
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders,
Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) in later life.27
Although research on somatosensory amplification, a tendency to focus on and emphasize physical sensations, is still
rare, a few studies, beside ours, found an association of this
kind of processing of somatic stimuli with recurrent pain.28–30
The analysis of another psychological variable, i.e.,
dysfunctional stress coping, promised to offer further
knowledge regarding the association of stress processing and
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pain.17,31,32 According to Lazarus and Folkman,33 the failure to
adequately cope with problems either by cognitive reappraisal
or by tackling the problem situation itself will maintain the
state of stress in the individual and is assumed to contribute
to pain and psychological dysfunctions.
A catastrophizing manner of pain processing, a wellresearched strategy of evaluating and coping with pain, is
long known to influence pain experience.17,24,31,34
Studies by Tsao et al,26 Vervoort et al35 and Kröner-Herwig
and Maas36 showed that catastrophizing, i.e., magnifying
negative sensory stimulation, ruminating about it and feeling helpless, goes along with higher intensity and frequency
of pain and the associated disability. Thus, we expected the
abovementioned variable to contribute to the prediction of
pain, in particular headache, in young adults.
Less evidence on psychosocial associations exists concerning back pain in children and adolescents. Some findings,
however, gave evidence of a linkage.17,31,37–39
The conduction of the current survey enabled us to
examine whether the psychological variables introduced
earlier, assessed in children and adolescents 9 years before
the follow-up study, contribute to the prediction of headache
and back pain at young adult age. Furthermore, we wanted
to examine potential differences between these types of pain
in this respect.
It was our intention to compare the predictive value of
psychological variables in relation to variables with a proposed closer involvement of biological mechanisms. These
variables were early pain vulnerability indicated by pain
symptoms in childhood or adolescence (baseline period of
this study) and the occurrence of parental pain with genetic
and possibly also social modeling influence.40 In addition, sex
was included as a control variable, since it is one of the most
stable differential factors in pain with a stronger disposition
to pain in females.41
The psychological variables taken together were assumed
to contribute to the prediction of headache and back pain and
increase the amount of explained variance. Hence, a hierarchical logistic regression procedure was planned, where the
predictive power of the above delineated control variables in
the model was assessed first (Block-I variables). In the second
step, the psychological variables (Block-II variables) were
included to determine their surplus prognostic effect. Based
on simple logistic regression models, we assumed significant
associations with pain regarding each control variable and also
each psychological factor. Furthermore, we expected the total
amount of variance explained to be higher in headache than
back pain, especially regarding the psychological variables.
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Methods
Design and sample
Beginning in the year 2003, four annual postal surveys
(S1–S4) on pediatric pain were carried out in southern Lower
Saxony (Germany).1 The fifth survey (S5) was accomplished
in 2015, i.e., 9 years later. The first survey (S1) was carried
out comprising 8800 families with at least one child in the
age of 7–14 years, who were randomly drawn from community registries. Hence, participants of S5 were in the age
of 19–27 years.
A number of 5542 families, who constituted the responder
sample in S1 (2003), were contacted in S4 (2006) and then in
S5 (2015). The former postal addresses of the families were
used. A large dropout rate was expected in S5 9 years after the
last contact with the families as the probability of the families
having moved to another place, the young adults having left
their family home while going to college/university, having
started a traineeship at another place and having set up a
household of their own was rather high. All nonresponding
families were then informed about the possibility to engage
in an online survey, asking them to inform their child who
had participated in the earlier surveys.
Only 215 former participants chose this mode of enrollment. A high dropout rate of 66% was observed in S5. The
total number of cases was further reduced by participants with
missing data (>50%) regarding the complete questionnaire
with ~18 pages. In addition, contradicting information on the
identity of the responder led to a reduction of cases prone for
statistical analysis to n=1522. The sample had an age range of
19–27 years with an average M=22.4 years (standard deviation [SD]=2.36 years). Only 43.5% of the participants were
males. The dominance of female participants was caused by
a larger dropout rate of males, particularly in S5.
The question posed regarding the occurrence of headache
was answered by 1506 subjects (Ss) and 1488 responded
regarding back pain. The participants were asked whether
they had ever experienced headache in the last 6 months. If
the answer was yes, they were questioned further whether
their headache was always associated with an illness or also
evolved at other times. All participants who agreed to the
first response alternative were excluded from the data pool
for analysis. This coding was chosen in order to exclude cases
of the so-called secondary pain caused by medical conditions
(such as a cold), especially regarding headache.
The above mentioned questions asking for the frequency
of headache presented the following possible responses: at
least once a week/at least once a month but less than once
a week/less than once a month. The response “headache at
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least once per month” during the period of the last 6 months
was coded as “headache”. Hence, the answers “never” or
“less than once per month” were coded as “no headache”.
The same procedure was used when classifying back pain:
the answers to the question asking for the presence of back
pain in the last 6 months “never” or “rarely” led to a coding
of “no back pain”. The responses “several times” and “all
the time” led to the coding of the presence of back pain. The
different response term was chosen because of the different
time characteristics: headache usually is an episodic event of
several hours, whereas back pain is a more continuing form
of pain mostly over several days and usually being modified
by posture.
In S5, headache was found in 51% (n=768) of the participants and back pain in 43.3% (n=644) of the participants
(Tables 1 and 2). An evaluation of disability due to the different pains was also examined, but was not part of the definition
of the presence of pain in S5.

Ethics
The German Association of Psychology approved the study,
including surveys 1–4, and the Ethic Committee of the Institute of Psychology of the University of Göttingen did so for
Table 1 Descriptive statistics for headache classes
Predictor variables

No pain (n=673) Pain (n=714)
Frequency (%)

Frequency (%)

Sex (female)
Parental headache (yes)
Own headache in S4 (yes)

282 (41.9)
251 (37.3)
161 (23.9)

505 (70.7)
361 (50.6)
409 (57.3)

M

SD

M

SD

Internalizing
Anxiety sensitivity
Somatosensory amplification
Dysfunctional stress coping
Catastrophizing

1.65
1.35
2.02
1.96
1.79

0.56
0.41
0.52
0.69
0.51

1.83
1.49
2.17
2.20
1.93

0.63
0.52
0.55
0.76
0.58

Abbreviations: M, mean; SD, standard deviation; S4, fourth survey.

Table 2 Descriptive statistics for back pain classes
Predictor variables
Sex (female)
Parental back pain (yes)
Own back pain in S4 (yes)
Internalizing
Anxiety sensitivity
Somatosensory amplification
Dysfunctional stress coping
Catastrophizing

No pain (n=746) Pain (n=562)
Frequency (%)

Frequency (%)

379 (50.8)
384 (51.5)
141 (18.9)

358 (63.7)
333 (59.3)
209 (37.2)

M

SD

M

SD

1.70
1.42
2.06
2.04
1.86

0.59
0.48
0.54
0.73
0.57

1.80
1.44
2.14
2.12
1.85

0.61
0.48
0.54
0.72
0.51

Abbreviations: M, mean; SD, standard deviation; S4, fourth survey.
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survey 5. Informed consent was provided by all participants.
The parents or guardians of the children in the earlier surveys
provided informed consent on their behalf.

Control and predictor variables
The procedural definition of the dichotomous criterion
headache (yes/no) and back pain (yes/no) in S5 was just
given. The pain variables in S4 used as control and parental
pain (self-report) were assessed in the same way. In 88.5%
of the cases, the biological mother gave response. Sex of the
participant was the third control variable. Further, in the text,
these variables are denoted as Block-I predictors.
The Block-II predictors, i.e., the psychological variables,
included internalizing, anxiety sensitivity, somatosensory
amplification, dysfunctional stress coping and catastrophizing. The complete psychometrically validated test instruments could not be applied in S4 in most cases because of
the multitude of variables assessed in the questionnaire. To
safeguard the participants against excessive strains and to
maintain their motivation, a limited number of items were
selected from the instrument. The selection was based on
high item-scale correlations or high factor loadings of the
chosen items. A minimum of 50% of these items had to be
responded to; otherwise, the scale score was rated as missing. All items were coded in the same way (1–5): the total
score of all scale items was devided by the number of items.
The highest value corresponds to the highest frequency or
intensity of the symptom (see examples in the following
and Tables 1 and 2, descriptive data).
Internalizing was measured by selected items from the
Youth Self-Report originally validated for youths between
11 and 18 years.42 The internalizing scale comprised eight
items (e.g., “I felt guilty”). Contrary to the original form of a
3-point rating scale, responses were scaled on a 5-point scale
(never–always) to ensure comparability with other scales and
higher grade of differentiation.
Anxiety sensitivity was assessed using five items of the
Anxiety Sensitivity Inventory (ASI) by Blais et al.43 Items
(e.g., “I am frightened when my heart beats fast”) were rated
on a 5-point scale (never–very much).
Somatosensory amplification comprised five items (e.g.,
“I am very sensitive to pain”) and was also assessed with a
5-point scale (never–very much).
Dysfunctional coping was assessed with five items of the
Stress Coping Questionnaire for Children and Adolescents
by Hampel et al44), which were rated on a 5-point scale
(never–always; e.g., “When I am put under pressure by my
mates or at school, I pretend that I am ill”). Catastrophizing
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was assessed with the German Pain Catastrophizing Scale
for Children (PCS-C).36 The scale consists of 13 items (e.g.,
“When I am in pain … It is awful and I feel it overwhelms
me”). Responses to the statements denote the degree of agreement on a 5-point scale (never [1]–very much [5]).
All psychological scales had moderate to high internal
consistency with Cronbach’s alpha between 0.71 (somatosensory amplification) and 0.89 (catastrophizing). Items with
an item-scale correlation >0.4 were included to calculate the
mean scale score for each psychological scale.45

Statistics
A hierarchical logistic regression analysis was performed on
headache and back pain entering the three control or Block-I
variables first in one block; all five psychological variables
were entered in the second step, also as a block.
The “no headache” and “no back pain” categories served
as reference. This procedure allowed us to test the main
hypothesis on the surplus effect of the Block-II variables on
the explanation of variance in pain.
To evaluate the goodness-of-fit R2 respectively changes in
2
R of the total model compared to baseline was used, as well
the change in correctly predicted cases.
To test for multicollinearity among predictors, the variance inflation factor (VIF) and tolerance were determined.
As suggested by Bowerman and O’Connell,46 R2 average
VIF substantially >1 is an indicator for potential bias in the
regression estimation. According to Menard,47 tolerance
<0.20 indicates potential bias estimation as well. The predictors in the model for headache had an average VIF of 1.61,
and all tolerances were >0.40. Similar results were obtained
for back pain model with an average VIF of 1.59 and lowest
tolerance of 0.42. Linearity assumption of the logit was also
met. All analyses were performed with SPSS 23.0.

Results
Headache
The hierarchical logistic regression analysis was carried
out on 1387 complete cases. The regression model resulted
in 23.5% variance in headache prevalence explained by
the Block-I variables (Table 3). Headache presented in S4
was the strongest predictor of headache in S5 with an odds
ratio (OR) of 3.61 followed by sex (OR=2.95) and parental
headache (OR=1.52). Psychological predictors in Block-II
variables added only 0.4% to the explained variance; none of
these presented itself as a significant predictor of headache
in S5. In total, 68.6% of the cases were correctly categorized
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Table 3 Prediction of headache prevalence in S5 in young adults: results of logistic regression analysis
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Predictor variables

Hierarchical logistic regression model

Sex
Parental headache
Own headache in S4
Internalizing
Anxiety sensitivity
Somatosensory amplification
Dysfunctional stress coping
Catastrophizing

Simple logistic regression model

OR

CI95

OR

CI95

2.946
1.524
3.606
0.937
1.222
1.101
1.150
0.939

2.315–3.750
1.202–1.933
2.817–4.616
0.696–1.262
0.880–1.697
0.845–1.434
0.899–1.472
0.709–1.242

3.386
1.746
4.197
1.661
1.869
1.778
1.636
1.602

2.735–4.191
1.421–2.145
3.352–5.256
1.392–1.983
1.474–2.368
1.460–2.164
1.415–1.892
1.321–1.944

Notes: ORs in bold are significant at least at the 5% percent significance level. Outcome: headache present in S5. Reference category: no headache in S5.
Abbreviations: S5, fifth survey; OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; S4, fourth survey.

Table 4 Goodness-of-fit statistics for the regression models
Model

Headache
Nagelkerke R

Baselinea
Block-I
Block-I and Block-II

Back pain
2

–
0.235
0.239

Cases correctly
classified (%)

Nagelkerke
R2

Cases correctly
classified (%)

51.5
68.4
68.6

–
0.074
0.083

57.0
61.8
63.0

Note: aModel without predictors.

in comparison to 51.5% in the baseline model. In all, 70.7%
cases of headache were correctly predicted. The goodnessof-fit statistics showed an increase in correct classification
by 17.1% (Table 4 ).
Preliminary to the testing of the main hypothesis by
hierarchical regression, every single psychological predictor
was tested in a simple regression analysis with controlling
for multiple testing. All psychological variables turned out
to be significant though with a small effect size with ORs
between 1.60 and 1.87 (Table 3).
The set of five psychological variables by itself explained
only 5.1% of the variance in headache in S5. When controlling for a Block-I variable from S4 (e.g., childhood pain),
each psychological predictor was reduced to a nonsignificant
size with the exception of coping style, which remained
significant (OR=1.22, p=0.017).
When controlling for a Block-I variable from S4 (e.g.,
childhood pain), each psychological predictor was reduced
to a nonsignificant size with the exception of coping style,
which remained significant (OR=1.22, p=0.017). Within the
simple logistic regression model, all three Block-I variables
achieved highly significant scores (Table 3).

Back pain
Of the 1488 participants who responded to the back pain
item, 43.3% gave an affirmative response (Table 2). Because
of various missings, only 1308 cases were retained in regression analysis. Block-I variables explained 7.4% of variance

Adolescent Health, Medicine and Therapeutics 2017:8

in the criterion and Block-II variables an additional 0.9%.
All Block-I variables were significantly associated with back
pain in S5. Back pain in S4 was the strongest predictor with
an OR of 2.40, followed by sex (OR=1.58) and parental back
pain (OR=1.33; Table 5). The goodness-of-fit statistic shows
an increase of 6% of correctly classified cases (Table 4).
When examining the psychological variables in simple
regression analyses, three of five variables could significantly
predict back pain in S5: internalizing, somatosensory amplification and dysfunctional coping with small ORs from 1.15
to 1.30. All turned to insignificance when Block-I variables
were entered into the analysis. The percentage of correct
predictions was 63.0% with “no back pain” being correctly
predicted in 82.8% of the cases.

Discussion
Hierarchical regression model:
headache and back pain
The results of regression analysis confirmed the hypothesis
that all Block-I variables assessed in S4 are significant predictors of headache and back pain in S5, i.e., 9 years later, with
the Ss being 19–27 years old. Our main hypothesis assumed
that the selected psychological variables should lead to a
distinct improvement in the prognosis of pain, in particular
headache has to be rejected when the results of the hierarchical logistic regression with Block-I and Block-II variables
are taken into account.
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Table 5 Prediction of back pain in S5 in young adults: results of logistic regression analysis
Predictor variables

Hierarchical logistic regression model
OR

CI95

OR

CI95

Sex
Parental headache
Own headache in S4
Internalizing
Anxiety sensitivity
Somatosensory amplification
Dysfunctional stress coping
Catastrophizing

1.584
1.329
2.396
1.209
0.851
1.238
0.900
0.774

1.250–2.007
1.057–1.670
1.837–3.124
0.908–1.609
0.625–1.157
0.958–1.600
0.709–1.143
0.590–1.017

1.726
1.336
2.334
1.280
1.124
1.303
1.153
1.004

1.399–2.129
1.079–1.655
1.839–2.962
1.077–1.522
0.904–1.399
1.074–1.580
1.000–1.328
0.832–1.211

Notes: ORs in bold are significant at least at the 5% percent significance level. Outcome: presence of back pain in S5. Reference category: no back pain.
Abbreviations: S5, fifth survey; OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; S4, fourth survey.

When entered block-wise in the model, psychological
variables did not reach significance in either headache or
back pain. In headache, a gain of only 0.4% of the explained
variance above the control variables was achieved, and in
back pain, 0.9% was achieved. The amount of explained
variance by Block-I variables contrasts these results, with
23.5% explained variance in headache and 7.4% in back pain.
The expectation of a higher precision of the headache
model compared to back pain was confirmed. However, it
was not dependent on the psychological variables, but on
Block-I predictors.
A total prediction rate of 68.4% regarding headache was
achieved, with similar rates for the prediction of headache
cases (70.7%) vs 66.3% of cases without headache. Back pain
prediction rates were lower (total 61.8%), clearly favoring the
accurate identification of no back pain (82.2%) by the model.
Thus, the Block-I variables assumedly linked to basic
biopsychological mechanisms explain much more variance
in headache than in back pain. When entering only the psychological variables into the regression analysis, 5.1% of
variance is explained in headache and only 1.6% in back pain.
It has, however, to be underlined that also regarding
headache, there remains a remarkably large explanatory
gap in our total prediction model. It seems not pushed too
hard to assert that information from childhood/adolescence,
at least the one used here, cannot validly predict back pain
in young adults. According to our knowledge, there are no
further longitudinal studies focusing on the prognosis of
pain in adult age, making use of multiple predictors from
childhood/adolescence as we did.

Psychological variables: under a
magnifying lens
At first sight, the results in particular regarding the psychological variables were somehow conflicting with the
findings from earlier studies that often reported significant
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a ssociations with psychological variables at least in crosssectional analyses.19,21 We wanted therefore to dive deeper
into the data that built the basis of the current findings,
since the complexity of interrelations between variables and
its consequences on the outcome when multiple regression
analysis is performed is well known.
Therefore, simple regression models were calculated
showing that each of the psychological variables significantly
predicted headache in S5 (p<0.001) with ORs between 1.60
and 1.87. This was also the case in back pain with the exception of anxiety sensitivity and catastrophizing (range of significant ORs: 1.15–1.30). The significance of results cannot hide
the fact that ORs are of low size and thus of limited relevance.
Further explorative analysis revealed that controlling for
Block-I variables makes the influence of almost each psychological variable on outcome insignificant. We also found
substantial correlations between psychological variables
(0.38≤r≤0.71). A factor analysis revealed an appropriate onefactor solution with 59% of variance explained. These findings
document that the psychological variables assess to a certain
extent a common feature (e.g., represented as depressive mood
and feelings of anxiousness in internalizing or helplessness and
an extremely negative emotional response to bodily responses
as in catastrophizing and somatosensory amplification), best
described as a habitual emotional negativity in self-reference.
In summary, the discussed findings underline again that
cross-sectional studies assessing bivariate correlations cannot
substitute prospective research. Furthermore, they document
that the accumulation of presumably independent potential
risk factors in the regression model does not guaranty a
better solution.

Block-I variables: under
a magnifying lens
Pain in childhood/adolescence be it headache or back pain
occurring monthly or weekly within the 6-month period
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before the assessment in S4 proved to be the strongest predictor of pain. People with pediatric headache are 3.6 times
more likely to have headache in an early adult age as ones
without pediatric headache. The same tendency was detected
in back pain with a 2.4 times higher risk of having back pain
in S5 by people with pediatric back pain. This confirms the
findings of a number of studies showing that early pains
indicate a dispositional pain vulnerability.48 The interpretation that this disposition is stronger in headache and may be
earlier expressed is in concordance with data documenting
that headache develops at a lower age in childhood than back
pain and has a higher prevalence already during childhood/
adolescence in contrary to low back pain.49 With some caution, the phenomenon that early biopsychological characteristics affected by genetic or gene/environment interactions
play a smaller role in back pain or at least become effective
later could be interpreted.
Although the occurrence of parental pain is a significant predictor for headache and back pain, the risk was not
dramatically increased according to our results (headache:
OR=1.53 and back pain: OR=1.33). This disagrees to a certain extent with a finding from another analysis on headache
in our pediatric population where a more complex measure
of parental headache was used differing between types of
headache and assessing both parents.16 The highest OR of
6.53 was found for pediatric migraine when at least one of
the parents had migraine and TTH.
In summary, results on parental influence on headache and
back pain, including genetic and social modeling mechanisms,
are not uniform and less consistent than originally proposed: the
data of Messinger et al50 and Laurell et al51 mirror our results
for headache in the current study. In addition, a significant but
not really large OR (2.07) was seen by Szpalski et al37 regarding
parental back pain and back pain in children. In contrast, Borge
and Nordhagen52 as well as Jones et al53 did not report a higher
risk of back pain when parental pain was present.
As expected, sex reliably differentiated the risk of pain in
early adulthood. In headache, we found approximately threefold higher risk for women. The effect was less strong in back
pain, indicating that there was less difference between males
and females. Not knowing what factors mediate the sex effect,
being biological or/and psychological, these factors seem to
be less influential in back pain. Thus, the plausibility of the
conclusion that the occurrence of back pain is determined
by a multitude of different factors accumulating their effects
over a longer period of time compared to headache is at least
plausible. In summary, the important role of sex for pain was
again confirmed by the current study.54
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Limitations
Our main outcome variables headache and back pain were
rather roughly defined, not including specifying features such
as frequency, intensity or duration of pain. In addition, the
important aspect of disability was not considered.
The psychological variables were not measured by validated complete psychometric instruments and allowed no
estimation of standard scores based on a normative sample.
However, the internal consistency of the scales used was at
least satisfying and the correlation between the complete
and the shortened formats of the questionnaires was high.15
In the regression analysis, a sample with an age range
covering a maximum of 7 years was used, which could have
“blurred” our results as the interaction of biopsychological
factors could be different at different developmental periods.

Conclusion
The prognostic value of three variables, i.e., pain in childhood/adolescence, parental pain and sex, thought to involve
to certain extent biological mechanisms was rather low and
clearly lower in back pain than in headache. Notwithstanding statistical significance, predictions were correct in only
68.6% or 63.0% of cases when trying to differentiate painfree Ss from the pain afflicted in young adulthood, respectively. Block-I variables had clearly more explanatory power
on pain outcomes, resulting in statistical insignificance of
psychological variables when used as controls. This leads
us to the – rather speculative – assumption that our BlockI variables, in spite of their seemingly different character
istics, contain components of the common constituent of
the psychological variables, speculatively named emotional
negativity in self-reference.
The difference in the prediction of headache and back
pain could be a result of the differences in the trajectories:
headache is the pain that sets in earlier childhood and reaches
an early peak in adolescence and adulthood.55 Thus, biological and psychological dispositions could have an earlier and
more lasting influence on headache, whereas back pain could
be shaped by an individually diverse and variable multitude
of factors over time.
The general conclusion is that in headache and especially
in back pain, the examined models on the prediction of
prevalence of pain in young adult age by biopsychological
childhood parameters are far from being perfect. Literature
search for potential risk factors in our study did not comprise,
resulted in the factors smoking and especially body mass
index. However, these risk factors were mainly found in adults
and not in children and did not reveal a large effect size.
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Szpalski et al37 arrived at a similar evaluation in particular for
back pain: “… out of the very extensive list of investigated
variables only a limited number showed a relation with the
persistence or occurrence of LBP in children”.
Hence, the research on the prognosis of recurrent pain
in adult age from childhood and familial data is at best
at a rather immature stage. More intensive and coordinated interdisciplinary cooperation is in need to achieve
progress.
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